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This book is the rewritten second edition of the very successful textbook 
by Peter Lancaster of the same title. 
The aim of this book is different from the first edition, which was, by and 
large, an updated condensed version of Gantmacher’s classic book, without 
the linear algebra. This book reverses that trend and introduces linear algebra 
while simultaneously developing matrix theory. Besides being a general 
reference book on linear algebra and matrix theory, it aims at being a 
textbook for those who require more advanced special topics. Consequently 
this book is really two books rolled into one. 
In the first seven chapters it presents a self-contained development of 
matrix algebra, vector spaces, linear transformations, and classical canonical 
forms. Several important matrix topics, such as eigenvalues, are introduced 
via linear transformations. 
The second part of the book consists of two branches. One branch 
contains such classic topics as functions of matrices, variational methods, 
perturbation theory and the Perron-Frobenius theory. These topics are essen- 
tially the same as in the first edition, with minor additions and improvements. 
The other branch, however, contains several new chapters, dealing with 
commuting matrices, a geometric approach to the Jordan form and gener- 
alized inverses, as well as some recent results on inertia theory and on the 
spectral theory of matrix polynomials. The ambitious scope of this book 
comes at a considerable cost. From a mere 316 pages, the book has 
mushroomed to an encyclopedic 570 pages, with a price to match. If the 
purpose of such a reference book is to cover most important topics, yet at 
the same time not go overboard, then this one has succeeded. However, the 
authors have chosen to cover certain topics in great detail yet cover certain 
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other, equally important, topics only very sparingly. This suggests that as a 
reference, the book is a bit out of balance. 
This book contains many useful classical and modem results, which are 
supported by an abundance of good exercises. 
The coverage of the traditional topics (such as the theory of lambda 
matrices, variational methods, functions of matrices, norms, perturbation 
theory, and nonnegative matrices) is good, and is a little better and more 
complete than in the first edition. These sections are very readable, since they 
do not attempt to cover everything. 
The chapter on stability problems gives a thorough (47 pp.) yet up-to-date 
introduction to stability, with respect to the axes and the unit circle. It is 
perhaps the best chapter in the book. 
The chapter on matrix polynomials is brand new and gives a rather long 
(37 pp.) introduction to the new theory and applications of these polynomi- 
als. The applications of matrix polynomials and the Smith normal form to 
differential and difference equations is very original. This is a must if one 
plans on covering these topics. 
On the other hand, such important topics such as least squares, singular 
values, and definite matrices are only very briefly discussed. 
Even though the book makes no pretense of being a textbook (even at the 
graduate level), it is tempting to try to use it for one. There are basically two 
shortcomings that surface. 
First, in some of the chapters (such as 4 and 5) there is either too much 
material or there are too many different topics. It often takes too long to get 
to the heart of the matter. This tends to make them a little longwinded and 
less than exciting to read. Using it as a text would require some wholesale 
pruning by the instructor. 
Second, as with most rewritten books, there are some rough edges that 
have to be smoothed. The first two chapters lack sparkle and appear to be 
little more than one long string of facts and definitions, with a motivating 
thread lacking. A thorough discussion of the row-echelon form and linear 
systems is conspicuously lacking. 
The new chapters on linear transformations are very detailed, but do not 
succeed in matching the lucidity of the smoothness of either Gantmacher or 
Hoffman and Kunze. 
A common theme in this book is the concept of a Jordan chain. As 
expected, this is also the approach taken for the derivation of the Jordan 
form. The new section on the real Jordan form is useful and highly overdue in 
matrix textbooks. 
In conclusion, we may add that the presentation of the material in this 
book could be improved with little effort. For example, the definitions are not 
numbered and are often hidden in the text. In addition, the notation is some- 
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times less than optimal. For example, using R, for rowspace is a little too 
close to the common notation of R(A) for range. 
The classical names such as the “rational canonical form,” the “Normal 
Form,” and the “primary decomposition theorem” are missing. This makes it 
a little hard to find one’s bearings in the multitude of sections. The scalars 
start out by being real or complex, but end up coming from an algebraically 
closed field. 
Lastly, the exercises seem to dominate the text, rather than vice versa. 
The editor might have selected smaller print for the exercises, which would 
make it much easier to spot where the problems end and the discussion 
continues. 
These shortcomings as a textbook are not insurmountable, and could 
easily be overcome by an experienced teacher. 
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